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Abstract
Möbius regular maps are surface embeddings of graphs with doubled edges such that (i) the automor-
phism group of the embedding acts regularly on flags and (ii) each doubled edge is a centre of a Möbius
band on the surface. In the first part of the paper we give an abstract characterisation of Möbius regular
maps with a given automorphism group in terms of two dihedral subgroups intersecting in a special way.
As an application we exhibit an interesting correspondence between Möbius regular maps of valence 6
and 3-arc-transitive cubic graphs. The second part of the paper deals with constructions of Möbius regular
maps on certain classes of simple groups. The main result here is an exact enumeration of all such maps on
PSL(2, q) groups. A number of other results related to the two main topics are presented.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
A map is a cellular embedding of a finite 1-complex (graph) in a compact, connected,
2-dimensional manifold (surface); vertices, edges, and faces of the map are the i-cells for
i = 0,1,2. A map automorphism is a permutation of flags (which, in most cases, can be identified
with incident vertex-edge-face triples) that preserves the cell structure of the map. The automor-
phism group of a map always acts freely on flags. In the case when this action is transitive as
well, the map is said to be regular. (We note that regular maps are often called ‘reflexible’ in the
literature.) The study of regular maps has long and rich history. A short summary together with
links to other mathematical disciplines will be given later in this section.
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embedded graph will be centres of Möbius bands. In this context it is natural to ask what hap-
pens in the extreme case when some cycles with this property have length at most two, which
can happen only if the underlying graph has loops or multiple edges between adjacent pairs of
vertices. If the underlying graph of a regular map contains a loop that is the centre of a Möbius
band, then (by regularity) the map is formed just by a bouquet of loops embedded in a projective
plane. Leaving this trivial case aside, in [27] a regular map in which each open subset containing
all edges between a pair of distinct adjacent vertices is non-orientable was called cantankerous.
In our paper we prefer using the more natural term Möbius regular map for such an object.
It is easy to show [27] that in a Möbius regular map, any two distinct adjacent vertices are
joined by exactly two edges, and these are surrounded by a Möbius band on the supporting
surface. Consequently, the underlying graph of a Möbius regular map has twofold adjacencies.
It turns out that Möbius regular maps play a prominent role among regular maps with multiple
adjacencies. To explain this, for a simple graph Γ let Γ (m) be the graph obtained by replacing
each edge of Γ with m  2 parallel edges. Then, by Theorem 3 of [27], a regular map with
underlying graph Γ (m) covers a regular map with underlying simple graph Γ unless m = 2 and
the map is Möbius regular.
The purpose of this article is to show that Möbius regular maps are interesting objects worth
a further study. They have numerous connections with highly arc-transitive actions of groups on
trivalent graphs, or with projective special linear groups and simple groups in general. We give
here a brief summary of the main results; a number of other results are included in individual
sections. Our exposition begins with an introduction of preliminary facts and illustrations of basic
examples of Möbius regular maps on basic examples. In Section 4 we then prove the following
general characterisation result. (As usual, we denote by Zk and Dm a cyclic group of order k and
a dihedral group of order 2m, respectively.)
Theorem 1. A group G is the automorphism group of a Möbius regular map of valence m if and
only if m is even and G contains two subgroups H and J satisfying the following four properties:
(a) H ∼= Dm and J ∼= D4,
(b) H ∩ J ∼= Z2 ×Z2,
(c) H and J do not have identical centres, and
(d) 〈H,J 〉 = G.
We shall see later that in the Möbius regular map corresponding to a group G from Theorem 1,
the subgroups H and J represent stabilisers of a vertex and of a “doubled” edge, respectively.
There are a number of interesting consequences and applications of Theorem 1 in constructing
or excluding Möbius regular maps. For instance, it quickly implies non-existence of Möbius
regular maps on certain simple groups.
Corollary 2. There is no Möbius regular map the automorphism group of which is isomorphic
to one of the following groups: PSL(2, q) where q = 2k or q ≡ ±3 (mod 8), Janko group J1, Ree
groups Ree(3k) for odd k > 1, and Suzuki groups Sz(2k) for odd k > 1.
Theorem 1 also is a basis for a somewhat surprising correspondence between cubic sharply
3-arc transitive graphs and Möbius regular maps of valence 6. Recall that an s-arc of a graph is a
vertex sequence v0v1 · · ·vs such that any two consecutive vertices are adjacent and vi−1 = vi+1
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on s-arcs but not on (s + 1)-arcs.
Theorem 3. A group G has a sharply 3-arc transitive action on a connected simple trivalent
graph Γ if and only if there exists a Möbius regular map M of valence 6 with Aut(M) ∼= G, such
that the underlying graph of M is Γ (2). Moreover, in such a case, Aut(M) ∼= Aut(Γ ).
This result provides an easy way of constructing Möbius regular maps of valence 6 with un-
derlying graph Γ (2), based on cubic 3-arc transitive graphs Γ . The three ubiquitous examples
of such graphs Γ are K3,3, the Petersen graph, and the Coxeter graph, and we study the asso-
ciated Möbius regular maps for Γ (2) in detail. There is no obvious relation between existence
of regular maps (orientable or not) with underlying graph Γ and Möbius regular maps with un-
derlying graph Γ (2). Indeed, the graph K3,3 has a regular map on an orientable surface but no
non-orientable regular map, the Petersen graph has a non-orientable regular map but no orientable
one, and the Coxeter graph does not admit a regular map at all. In the reverse direction, the cubic
graph K4 has both an orientable as well as a non-orientable regular map, but by Theorem 3 the
graph K(2)4 has no Möbius regular map since it is not 3-arc transitive.
Returning to simple groups, besides the results of Corollary 2, in Section 6 we offer a charac-
terisation of all prime powers q for which there exists Möbius regular maps of given valence in
the case of groups isomorphic to PSL(2, q). An easy argument will show that q must be odd. For
notational convenience, the symbol b | a ± 1 will be used as an abbreviation for the statement
‘b divides a + 1 or b divides a − 1.’ For any prime p ≡ ±1 (mod 8) and any m coprime with
p we define k = k(m,p) to be the smallest positive integer c such that 2m | pc ± 1. In the same
situation but for p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), we let k = k(m,p) be the smallest even positive integer c such
that 2m | pc ± 1.
Theorem 4. Let p be an odd prime, let m be an even number such that m  6, and let k =
k(m,p). Then, there exists a Möbius regular map M of valence m such that Aut(M) is isomorphic
to a two-dimensional projective special linear group over a finite field of characteristic p if and
only if either k is odd, or k is even and m divides neither pk/2 − 1 nor pk/2 + 1. If this condition
is satisfied, then Aut(M) ∼= PSL(2,pk).
The proof of Theorem 4 reveals that in the case when k is even and m | pk/2 ± 1 there always
exist Möbius regular maps of valence m with automorphism groups isomorphic to PGL(2,pk/2).
Finally, in Section 7 we determine the number of pairwise non-isomorphic Möbius regular
maps of given even valence m coprime with p on the groups PSL(2,pk) and PGL(2,pk/2) where
p and k = k(m,p) are given by Theorem 4. It turns out that the number is equal to ϕ(m)/2k and
ϕ(m)/k, respectively, where ϕ is the Euler function; an exact description of the situation is in
Theorem 12.
The history of interest in regular maps has roots in ancient Greece with Platonic solids. Some
of their generalisations were discovered much later in geometric studies of Kepler and Poinssot.
Modern treatment of regular maps in terms of their identification (via regular group action) with
quotients of triangle groups or extended triangle groups was set by the work of Klein and Dyck in
connection with constructing automorphic functions with help of certain hyperbolic tessellations.
The interested reader is recommended to look up [2,7,22] for more facts regarding the study
of regular maps in the past. Fascinating connections between regular maps, groups, hyperbolic
geometry, and complex curves were enhanced by Grothendieck’s outline of study of the action
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this direction are [15,16].
Literature on regular maps is abundant. We therefore mention just a few sample references
concerning classification of regular maps. This problem has been approached from three direc-
tions: Classification of regular maps by underlying graphs, by map automorphism groups, and by
supporting surfaces. At a theoretical level, graphs that underlie regular maps have been charac-
terised in [10]; for results concerning concrete graphs see references therein. A classification of
orientably regular maps of a given valence and face length, with automorphism group isomorphic
to PSL(2, q) groups and Ree groups, can be found in [14,21]. A computer-assisted classification
of regular maps of orientable genus up to 15 and non-orientable genus up to 30 was done in [5],
with references to all prior classification results for smaller genera obtained by a number of au-
thors without computer support. Classification of all regular maps on non-orientable surfaces of
genus p + 2 for any prime p has very recently been obtained in [3].
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present basic facts about regular maps. Rather than beginning with precise
definition of maps, flags, and map automorphisms, we prefer here a more direct (and equivalent)
way of introducing regular maps by starting from their automorphism groups that are known to
be quotients of extended triangle groups [4].
Let G be an arbitrary finite quotient of the extended (2,m,n) triangle group; that is, let G be
a finite group with presentation
G = 〈x, y, z; x2 = y2 = z2 = (xy)2 = (yz)m = (zx)n = · · · = 1〉, (1)
where dots indicate the (possible) presence of other relations. The regular map M = M(G;x,
y, z) corresponding to the presentation (1) is obtained in a standard way; a full description is
given in [17] and here we just give an outline for the case when none of x, y, z is equal to 1.
For each g ∈ G we take a topological triangle with “centre” labelled g, whose sides are depicted
and labelled as in Fig. 1. These triangles are the flags of the map to be constructed; for brevity
we just denote flags by their central labels. For each g ∈ G and each w ∈ {x, y, z}, w = 1, we
identify the sides labelled w in the flags g and gw in such a way that the vertices where the
thick and thin sides meet are identified as well. Applying this identification procedure to all flags
yields a compact, connected surface; its cellular decomposition induced by the union Γ of all
thick segments constitutes our regular map M = M(G;x, y, z) with Γ as its underlying graph.
On a formal level we may identify edges, vertices, and faces of the map M with the left cosets
of the subgroups 〈x, y〉, 〈y, z〉, and 〈z, x〉, respectively; their mutual incidence is determined by
non-empty intersection.
Fig. 1. A topological triangle representing a flag.
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and right multiplication. Multiplication of a flag g ∈ G from the right by the generators x, y, and
z is the longitudinal reflection, the transversal reflection, and the corner reflection of the flag g.
Regarding the action of G by left multiplication, observe that if two flags h,h′ ∈ G are related
by one of the above reflections, then for any g ∈ G the flags gh and gh′ are related by means
of the same reflection. It follows that left multiplication preserves the map structure of M and
is therefore an automorphism of M . This enables us to identify the (full) automorphism group
Aut(M) of the map M = M(G;x, y, z) with the group G and its left action on itself. In particular,
regular maps of type {n,m} (that is, of face length n and vertex valence m) can be identified with
presentations of finite 3-generator groups as in (1) where m and n represent true orders of the
elements yz and zx.
In the case when at least one of the generators of G in the presentation (1) reduces to the
unit element of G, we say that the map M(G;x, y, z) is degenerate. For a description of all such
maps we refer to [17]. It turns out that degenerate maps are the only regular maps supported
by a surface with boundary (in fact, a disc). We will be dealing with non-degenerate maps only.
Degenerate cases have to be mentioned only as exceptions in the formulation of certain results.
For example, it is known [4,17] that the supporting surface of a non-degenerate regular map
M(G;x, y, z) is orientable if and only if 〈xy, yz〉 is a subgroup of index 2 in G.
For completeness we briefly mention that maps on orientable surfaces in which the group of
all orientation-preserving map automorphisms acts with exactly two orbits on flags are called
orientably regular. Then, an orientably regular map is regular if it has a map automorphism that
reverses the orientation of the supporting surface.
Given a pair of regular maps Mi = M(Gi;xi, yi, zi), i = 1,2, we say that M1 and M2 are
isomorphic if there is a bijection f :G1 → G2 such that f maps pairs of incident flags of M1
onto pairs of incident flags of M2, preserving the type of the incidence; this means that f satis-
fies the conditions f (gx1) = f (g)x2, f (gy1) = f (g)y2, and f (gz1) = f (g)z2 for any g ∈ G1.
Composing f with a suitable automorphism of M2 we may without loss of generality assume
that f sends the identity element of G1 onto the identity of G2. But then f has to preserve the
corresponding generators, and from the definition we immediately see that f must be a group
isomorphism of G1 and G2. We therefore have:
Lemma 5. Two regular maps Mi = M(Gi;xi, yi, zi), i = 1,2, are isomorphic if and only if there
is a group isomorphism f :G1 → G2 such that f (x1) = x2, f (y1) = y2, and f (z1) = z2.
The last issue to be discussed here is duals and Petrie duals of a regular map M =
M(G;x, y, z). Letting x′ = y, y′ = x, and z′ = z in (1), the map M∗ = M(G;x′, y′, z′) is the
dual of M ; in the case when M∗ is isomorphic to M we say that M is self-dual. Similarly, letting
x′ = xy, y′ = y, z′ = z in (1), the map MP = M(G;x′, y′, z′) is the Petrie dual of M , and M is
self-Petrie if it is isomorphic to MP .
3. Möbius regular maps
We recall that Möbius maps have been introduced (under the name ‘cantankerous’) in [27]
as regular maps M with at least two vertices such that, whenever u and v are distinct adjacent
vertices, any open subset containing all the edges between u and v is non-orientable. One of the
first observation of [27] concerns edge multiplicity in such maps.
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Lemma 6. In the underlying graph of any Möbius regular map, any two distinct adjacent vertices
are joined by exactly two edges.
Thus, a Möbius regular map M always has even valence, and for any two distinct adjacent
vertices u and v of M , the pair of edges joining u and v (which may be regarded as a cycle of
length 2 on the two vertices) forms a closed curve whose open neighbourhood on the supporting
surface of M contains a Möbius band.
The situation is depicted in Fig. 2, where the adjacent vertices u and v in a Möbius regular
map M = M(G;x, y, z) of valence m = 2l are joined by the two “horizontal” edges. In what
follows we set r = yz. Assuming that we begin with a flag 1 ∈ G, the remaining flags will have
centres labelled as in Fig. 2. Since the strip in Fig. 2 is supposed to be a Möbius band (see
the vertical identification arrows), the longitudinal reflections of the flags xrl and xrly on the
far right have to be equal to the flags rly and rl on the far left (in this order). As longitudinal
reflections are induced by right multiplication by x, we have xrlx = rly and xrlyx = rl ; the two
relations are clearly equivalent. Conversely, the same figure shows that, if M = M(G;x, y, z)
is not a degenerate map, the identity xrlx = rly implies that M is Möbius regular, of valence
m = 2l. Summing up, we have:
Proposition 7. A map M(G;x, y, z) of valence m = 2l is Möbius regular if and only it is non-
degenerate and xrlx = rly.
It is easy to see that the only 2-valent Möbius regular map is a 2-cycle embedded in a projec-
tive plane. Underlying graphs of non-trivial Möbius regular maps of valence 4 must be cycles of
length a multiple of 3 with doubled edges. All such maps have been classified in the second part
of Proposition 8 of [17] and also in [27]:
Proposition 8. A map M = M(G;x, y, z) with at least two vertices is a Möbius regular map of
valence 4 if and only if G has a presentation of the form (1) for m = 4, with a single additional
relation (x(yz)2)2 = y. In such a case, the face length n must be a multiple of 3, the underlying
graph of M is an n-cycle with doubled edges, and G ∼= (Z2 × Z2)  Dn. The non-orientable
genus of the map is equal to n − 2.
We note that a map of this type for n = 6 was discovered in [11].
As an illustration of Proposition 8, in Fig. 3 there is a Möbius regular map in a projective
plane whose underlying graph is a cycle of length three with doubled edges; a Möbius band
surrounding one of the pairs of parallel edges is indicated by dotted lines.
The really interesting examples of Möbius regular maps start at valence 6. Recall that for a
graph Γ with simple edges we let Γ (2) denote the graph obtained from Γ by “doubling” each
edge, that is, by replacing each edge of Γ by a pair of parallel edges.
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Example 1. The unique Möbius regular map M of Γ (2) where Γ is the Petersen graph; M has
type {6,6} and its non-orientable genus is 12.
Details. Let G = S5, the symmetric group on the set {1,2,3,4,5}, and let x = (12)(34), y =
(13)(24), and z = (45). Then, composing permutations from the left to the right, we see that
b = (yz)3 = (13), and so (xb)2 = (13)(24) = y, which is the “Möbius regular” identity from
Proposition 7. It follows that M = M(G;x, y, z) is a Möbius regular map. The order of both yz
and zx is 6 and so M is of type {6,6}, the underlying graph Γ (2) of M has 10 vertices, and the
corresponding simple graph Γ has valence 3 and is arc-transitive. But the only such graph is the
Petersen graph, and so M is a Möbius regular map on the double-edged Petersen graph. One can
check that M is self-dual and self-Petrie, and that M is the unique Möbius regular map of the
“doubled” Petersen graph, up to isomorphism. By Euler’s formula, the non-orientable genus h
of M is given by h = 2 + e − v − f where e, v, f are the number of edges, vertices, and faces,
respectively. We quickly find that v = f = 10 and e = 30, so that h = 12.
We remark that the Petersen graph itself has a well-known regular map of type {5,3} in a
projective plane—however, with A5 as map automorphism group.
The fact that the map in the previous example is self-Petrie is not incidental. In general, let
M(G;x, y, z) be a Möbius regular map of valence m = 2l and let b = rl . Observe that the identity
xbx = by from Proposition 7 can be re-written in the form bxb = xy. Then, (bx)2 = y = (xb)2,
which gives byb = y. Combining this with the obvious identity bzb = z implies that conjugation
by b interchanges x with xy and leaves y and z fixed. In view of Lemma 5 and the definition
of Petrie duality, we see that a Möbius regular map is automatically self-Petrie. This was also
shown in a different manner in [27].
4. A characterisation of Möbius regular maps
We begin with recalling and proving Theorem 1 that presents the basic characterisation of
groups admitting Möbius regular maps. We leave out the easy case when m = 2 and assume that
m 4.
Theorem 1. A group G is the automorphism group of a Möbius regular map of valence m 4
if and only if m is even and G contains two subgroups H and J satisfying the following four
properties:
(a) H ∼= Dm and J ∼= D4,
(b) H ∩ J ∼= Z2 × Z2,
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(d) 〈H,J 〉 = G.
Proof. Let M = M(G;x, y, z) be a Möbius regular map of valence m; we already know that m
must be even, say, m = 2l, and in G we must have y = (x(yz)l)2. Let b = (yz)l , H = 〈y, z〉, and
let J = 〈x, b〉. Clearly, H ∼= Dm, and due to the “Möbius regular” identity y = (xb)2 we see that
J = 〈x, b; x2 = b2 = (xb)4 = 1〉 ∼= D4. Observe that the centre of H is 〈b〉 while the centre of J
is 〈y〉, and we have b = y by non-degeneracy. By the same reason we have x /∈ H , and therefore
H ∩ J = {1, b, y, by} ∼= Z2 ×Z2. The fact that H and J generate the entire group G is obvious.
Conversely, assume that a group G satisfies (a)–(d) for some m = 2l. The only possible
subgroups isomorphic to Z2 × Z2 of a dihedral group are generated by a central and a non-
central involution. Thus, if 〈b〉 and 〈y〉 are the centres of the dihedral groups H and J , re-
spectively, then we must have H ∩ J = 〈b, y〉. Now, y and b are non-central involutions in H
and J , respectively. Therefore there exist non-central involutions z ∈ H and x ∈ J such that
H = 〈y, z; y2 = z2 = (yz)2l = 1〉 and J = 〈x, b; x2 = b2 = (xb)4 = 1〉. As 〈H,J 〉 = G, we see
that G is generated by the three involutions x, y, z. By our notation chosen for centres of H and
J we have b = (yz)l and y = (xb)2; in particular, y commutes with x ∈ J . The fact that the map
M = M(G;x, y, z) is Möbius regular now directly follows from the identity y = (xb)2. 
An inspection of the second part of the previous proof reveals that for fixed H and J that sat-
isfy (a)–(d), the central element y ∈ J which belongs to H as well is uniquely determined. There
are ϕ(m) ways to choose an element r of order m (and hence a non-central involution z = yr)
such that H = 〈r, y〉 = 〈y, z〉; here ϕ is the Euler function. Also, there are exactly two ways to
choose a non-central involution that together with b = rl generate J ; if one such involution is
denoted x then the other one is necessarily xy. Conjugation by b maps the triple (x, y, r) onto
(xy, y, r) and induces Petrie duality, and conjugation by y maps (x, y, r) onto (x, y, r−1), induc-
ing an isomorphism of the corresponding maps. We therefore have the following consequence of
our considerations.
Corollary 9. Let G be a group and let H <G such that H ∼= Dm where m is even. Assume that
there are exactly j  1 subgroups J <G, J ∼= D4 such that H and J satisfy the conditions (a)–
(d) of Theorem 1. Then, G gives rise to at least one and most jϕ(m)/2 non-isomorphic Möbius
regular maps whose vertex stabiliser is identical with H .
As we will see in Section 6, in many cases the actual number of Möbius regular maps on a
given group G is much smaller due to the action of the automorphism group of G on the potential
generating triples (x, y, z).
We now present another two illustrative examples of Möbius regular maps, this time with help
of Theorem 1.
Example 2. The unique Möbius regular map M of Γ (2) where Γ is the Coxeter graph, the sole
trivalent graph on 28 vertices with shortest cycle length 7; the type of M is {7,6} and its non-
orientable genus is 34.
Details. Let G = PGL(2,7). Our arguments will make use of the knowledge about subgroups of
PGL2 groups [8,13]. In G we fix a maximal subgroup H ∼= D6; this is without loss of generality,
as all such subgroups are conjugate in G. Let H = 〈y, z〉 and let b = (yz)3, so that L = 〈b, y〉 ∼=
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subgroup isomorphic to D8, because L is not a subgroup of PSL(2,7). Since D8 has no normal
subgroup isomorphic to Z2 ×Z2, we must have NG(L) ∼= D4. It follows that L is contained in a
unique subgroup J ∼= D4, namely, J = NG(L). Thus, there is an involution x ∈ J \ L such that
x commutes with y and J = 〈L,x〉 ∼= D4. Conjugation by x must then interchange b with by,
and so H and J do not have the same central elements. Since H was maximal, it follows that
〈H,J 〉 = G. Hence, by Theorem 1, M = M(G;x, y, z) is a Möbius regular map. It can be shown
that, with y and b fixed (which one may assume, as all subgroups of G isomorphic to Z2 ×Z2 are
conjugate), the only possible choices for the generating triples are (x, y, z), (x, y, zb), (xy, y, z),
and (xy, y, zb), all giving rise to maps isomorphic to M .
The underlying graph Γ (2) of M has valence 6, and has |PGL(2,7)|/|H | = 28 vertices. From
[20] it quickly follows that there is a unique arc-transitive cubic graph of order 28, the well-
known Coxeter graph (which is actually 3-arc transitive, of girth 7). Thus, Γ (2) is obtained from
the Coxeter graph by edge doubling. The face length of the Möbius regular map just constructed
turns out to be 7 (cf. [28]). For application of Euler’s formula h = 2+e−v−f , from v = 28 and
2e = 6v = 7f we find that e = 84 and f = 24, and so the non-orientable genus of M is h = 34.
Note that both Petersen and Coxeter graphs are cubic and 3-arc transitive. However, unlike the
situation with Petersen graph, the Coxeter graph (with simple edges) underlies no regular map
of valence 3. This follows from the known fact that the full automorphism group of the Coxeter
graph is PGL(2,7); its only subgroup acting sharply 2-transitively on the graph is PSL(2,7). But
PSL(2,7) turns out to contain no involution that interchanges two adjacent vertices. Thus, the
edge stabiliser in the action of PSL(2,7) on the Coxeter graph is isomorphic to Z4 and not to
Z2 × Z2 as required in regular maps; see [10] for details.
Example 3. Möbius regular maps Ml of Γ (2) where Γ is a complete bipartite graph Kl,l for l
odd; Ml has valence 2l, face length 4, and non-orientable genus 1 + (l − 1)2.
Details. Let l be odd, and let G = (G1 × G2)  Z2 where Gi = 〈ai, zi; ali = z2i =
(aizi)
2 = 1〉, i = 1,2, are dihedral groups of order 2l, such that their direct product is ex-
tended by an automorphism σ of order 2 that interchanges a1 with a2 and z1 with z2. Let H =
〈a1a2, z1z2, σ 〉. Since l is odd, we have H = 〈a1a2σ 〉 〈z1z2〉 ∼= Dm where m = 2l. Further, let
J = 〈z1, z2, σ 〉 ∼= D4. Observe that H ∩ J = 〈z1z2, σ 〉 ∼= Z2 × Z2, and that the central elements
of H and J are σ and z1z2, respectively. In order to see what subgroup of G is generated by H
and J , note that z1(a1a2)z1 = a−11 a2, which implies that (a1a2)(a−11 a2) = a22 . Since l is odd, it
follows that a2 ∈ 〈a1a2, z1〉; due to symmetry we also have a1 ∈ 〈a1a2, z2〉. This all shows that
〈H,J 〉 = 〈a1a2, z1, z2, σ 〉 = G. Now, H and J satisfy all assumptions of Theorem 1. Therefore,
letting (for example) x = z1, y = z1z2, and z = ya1a2σ , we have constructed a Möbius regular
map Ml = M(G;x, y, z) of valence m = 2l.
To identify the underlying graph of Ml , consider the group G+ = 〈a1, a2〉  〈z1z2, σ 〉. It
is easy to see that G+ is a normal subgroup of G of index 2. Since H < G+, it follows that
G+ acts on the vertex set of our map Ml with exactly two orbits. Consequently, the underlying
graph Γ (2)l of Ml is bipartite. As our map Ml obviously has 2l vertices of valence 2l, it follows
that Γ (2)l is obtained from a complete bipartite graph Kl,l by doubling each edge. The order
of xz = z2a1a2σ in G is equal to 4, which is the face length of the map Ml . Applying Euler’s
formula to Ml , we have v = 2l, e = 2l2, and f = 2e/4 = l2, and so the non-orientable genus of
Ml is h = 2 + e − v − f = 1 + (l − 1)2.
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the smallest genus of a non-orientable surface on which Γ (2) embeds in such a way that each
doubled edge is the centre of a Möbius band. Obviously, if Γ = Kl,l then the face length of such
an embedding must be at least 4, and our maps Ml show that this can actually be achieved (with
the extra bonus of regularity). We therefore have:
Corollary 10. For odd l, the Möbius genus of Kl,l is equal to 1 + (l − 1)2.
5. Möbius regular maps of valence six and 3-arc transitive cubic graphs
In the light of previous examples it turns out to be important to study in more detail Möbius
regular maps of valence 6 in relation with cubic 3-arc transitive graphs, and Möbius regular maps
on various classes of groups in general. In this section we prove Theorem 3 that says that if a
group G acts on a connected cubic graph Γ sharply 3-arc transitively, then G also admits a
Möbius regular map M of valence 6 with underlying graph Γ (2), and vice versa; moreover, in
such a case we have Aut(M) ∼= Aut(Γ ). The last assertion will follow from the known classifica-
tion of multiply transitive group actions on 3-valent graphs [9].
In the following proof of Theorem 3 we will refer to coset graphs. For the purpose of this
paragraph, let G be an abstract group and let H be a subgroup of G. Further, let g ∈ G be a
2-element such that g does not belong to NG(H), the normaliser of H in G, and g2 ∈ H . We
also assume that G = 〈H,g〉. Then the coset graph Cos(G,H,g) has vertex set {aH ; a ∈ G},
with two vertices aH , bH being adjacent if and only if a−1b ∈ HgH . We note that our coset
graphs are automatically arc-transitive (by the left multiplication action of G), and their possible
s-arc transitivity for s  2 depends on the properties of the subgroup H which, at the same time,
is the stabiliser of a vertex in the action of G on the graph. The valence of Cos(G,H,g) is equal
to the index of H ∩Hg in H , where Hg = g−1Hg.
We recall that for a subgroup H of a group G the core of H in G, denoted CoreG(H), is the
maximal normal subgroup of G which is contained in H . If CoreG(H) = 1 then H is said to be
core-free in G. We also say that a cubic graph is sharply 3-arc transitive if its (full) automorphism
group acts sharply 3-arc transitively on the graph. With this all in hand we are now ready to recall
and prove Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. A group G has a sharply 3-arc transitive action on a connected simple trivalent
graph Γ if and only if there exists a Möbius regular map M of valence 6 with Aut(M) ∼= G, such
that the underlying graph of M is Γ (2). Moreover, in such a case, Aut(M) ∼= Aut(Γ ).
Proof. By arguments essentially identical to those in [1,18], a group G acts sharply 3-arc
transitively on a connected trivalent graph Γ if and only if there exists a core-free subgroup
H <G, H ∼= D6, and a 2-element g ∈ G \ NG(H) with the properties 〈H,g〉 = G, g2 ∈ H , and
|H ∩ Hg| = 4, such that Γ is isomorphic to the coset graph Cos(G,H,g). In what follows we
assume that Γ = Cos(G,H,g) where G, H , and g are as above.
Since H ∼= D6 and |H ∩ Hg| = 4, it follows that H ∩ Hg ∼= Z2 × Z2. Let H = 〈y, z; y2 =
z2 = (yz)6 = 1〉 and let b = (yz)3. We have gb = bg, as the opposite would imply that 〈b〉 is
normal in G, contrary to the fact that H has trivial core in G. The central elements b ∈ H and
bg = g−1bg ∈ Hg must both belong to L = H ∩ Hg ; note that b = bg since b and g do not
commute. Further, with help of the fact that g2 ∈ H , from L = H ∩Hg we see that g normalises
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It follows that conjugation by g interchanges the elements b and bg of L, and therefore it must
leave the third involution bgb of L fixed, that is, (bgb)g = bgb.
The order of the 2-element g ∈ G can be either 2 or 4 in our case. If g2 = 1 then (gb)4 =
(bgb)2 = 1, and the group 〈g,b〉 is isomorphic to D4. If g2 = 1 then g4 = 1. Obviously, g2 ∈
H ∩Hg = L, and since g does not commute with b, the only possibility is that g2 = bgb, which
is equivalent with (gb)2 = 1. Thus, we again have 〈g,b〉 ∼= D6. In either case, the group H ∼= D6
together with J = 〈g,b〉 ∼= D4 satisfy all assumptions of Theorem 1. Taking also Corollary 9
with ϕ(6) = 2 into account, we conclude that our group G admits (up to isomorphism) exactly
one Möbius regular map M = M(G;x, y, z) with H as vertex stabiliser. It can be checked that
the underlying graph of M is Γ (2).
Conversely, let M be a Möbius regular map of valence 6, with Aut(M) = G and with under-
lying graph Γ (2). Then, the group G has a natural action on Γ , as this graph is formed from
Γ (2) by replacing each doubled edge by a single edge. Since the vertex stabiliser in this action is
isomorphic to D6, it follows from the classification of stabilisers of cubic s-arc transitive graphs
[1,26] that the group G acts sharply 3-arc transitively on Γ .
The fact that in the above case we have Aut(M) ∼= Aut(Γ ) follows from the known classifica-
tion of multiply transitive group actions on 3-valent graphs [9]. Namely, one of the consequences
of the classification is that if a group G acts transitively on 3-arcs but not on 4-arcs of a connected
trivalent graph Γ , then G = Aut(Γ ), and Γ is a sharply 3-arc transitive graph. 
In the light of Theorem 3 that draws a two-way correspondence between Möbius regular
maps and connected cubic sharply 3-arc transitive graphs, it is natural to ask about construc-
tions of such graphs. Surprisingly enough, this question seems not to have received attention in
the literature. A wealth of cubic sharply 3-arc transitive graphs can be obtained from a general
construction of Möbius regular maps of valence m on PSL(2, q) groups, which is the contents
of Theorem 4 and the proof of which is the heart of the next section. In this place we just state
the immediate consequence of Theorem 4 for m = 6 obtained in combination with Theorem 3.
The result not only gives a construction of infinitely many sharply 3-arc transitive cubic graphs
with automorphism group isomorphic to PSL(2, q), but provides for a characterisation of the
corresponding values of q as well.
Theorem 11. A connected 3-valent graph admitting a sharply 3-arc transitive action of the group
PSL(2,pk) exists if and only if the prime p is odd, p  5, and k is the smallest number (smallest
even number if p ≡ ±3 (mod 8)) such that 12 | pk ± 1, except when k is even and 6 | pk/2 ± 1.
We remark that further connected cubic 3-arc transitive graphs can be obtained from the ones
of Theorem 11 by extending PSL(2, q) to PGL(2, q) for certain values of q , or in general in the
non-bipartite case by taking the canonical double cover.
6. Möbius regular maps and certain simple groups
Considering the problem of constructing Möbius regular maps with a given automorphism
group, it is natural to look at simple groups first. Recalling Corollary 2 from the Introduction, it
turns out that with help of Theorem 1 we can actually exclude a number of cases.
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to one of the following groups: PSL(2, q) where q = 2k or q ≡ ±3 (mod 8), Janko group J1, Ree
groups Ree(3k) for odd k > 1, and Suzuki groups Sz(2k) for odd k > 1.
Proof. By Theorem 4.126 of [12], the only simple groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups are Abelian
are PSL(2, q) where either q = 2k or q ≡ ±3 (mod 8), J1, and the Ree groups Ree(3k) for odd
k > 1. These groups cannot give rise to Möbius regular maps, since the automorphism group of
such a map contains (by Theorem 1) a non Abelian 2-subgroup isomorphic to D4. As regards
Suzuki groups, from Propositions 18 and 20 of [24] it follows that no element of order 4 in Sz(2k)
for odd k > 1 is conjugate with its inverse, and hence no such group contains D4 as a subgroup.
Thus, there is no Möbius regular map with Sz(2k) as automorphism group. 
A class of simple groups that has often appeared in connection with regular maps are the
PSL(2, q) groups; for a prominent reference regarding orientably regular maps see [21], and for
‘Möbius regular’ context see [28]. In this case we can give a complete classification of Möbius
regular maps. The presentation will be divided into two parts. In this section we recall and prove
Theorem 4 characterising the values of prime powers q for which there is a Möbius regular
map of valence m on the group PSL(2, q). Since a corresponding result for groups PGL(2, q)
follows from our proof at no extra cost, we extend the statement of Theorem 4 accordingly. The
enumeration part (Theorem 12) will be postponed until next section. Since all Möbius regular
maps of valence m 4 have a soluble automorphism group (see Proposition 8), we may restrict
our considerations to m 6. Also, by Corollary 2, q must be odd. Recall that for an odd prime p
and m coprime with p, we have denoted by k(m,p) the smallest positive integer (smallest even
positive integer if p ≡ ±3 (mod 8)) such that 2m | pk ± 1.
Theorem 4. Let p be an odd prime, let m be an even number such that m  6, and let k =
k(m,p).
(i) There exists a Möbius regular map M of valence m such that Aut(M) is isomorphic to a
two-dimensional projective special linear group over a finite field of characteristic p if and
only if either k is odd, or else k is even and m divides neither pk/2 − 1 nor pk/2 + 1; in this
case Aut(M) ∼= PSL(2,pk).
(ii) There exists a Möbius regular map M of valence m such that Aut(M) is isomorphic to a
two-dimensional projective general linear group over a finite field of characteristic p if and
only if k is even and m | pk/2 ± 1; in such a case Aut(M) ∼= PGL(2,pk/2).
Proof. We will concentrate on (i) and establish (ii) as a by-product of our arguments. In order to
construct Möbius regular maps of even valence m 6 with automorphism group G = PSL(2,pe)
or to prove their non-existence, we have to identify pairs of subgroups H,J of G such that
H ∼= Dm and J ∼= D4 have properties (a)–(d) from Theorem 1. Corollary 2 shows that if q ≡ ±3
(mod 8), then G cannot be the automorphism group of a Möbius regular map. In what follows
we therefore may assume that q = pe ≡ ±1 (mod 8). For such q , none of the PSL(2, q) groups
contain a subgroup isomorphic to Dp , which implies that m is not divisible by p.
Let H ∼= Dm be a subgroup of G = PSL(2, q), where m is even, m  6, and q = pe ≡
±1 (mod 8). Let b be the central involution of H and let y ∈ H be a non-central involution,
so that L = 〈b, y〉 ∼= Z2 ×Z2. It is well known that NG(L) ∼= S4, cf. p. 417 of [25]. One can then
see that NG(L) contains exactly three distinct subgroups of the form Li = 〈L,xi〉, 1 i  3, all
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tion, and (say) x1, x2, and x3 commute with y, by, and b, respectively. If 4 | m then L3 <H , but
other than this there is no containment relation between Li and H . Summing up, with J = L1
and x = x1 the involution x /∈ H commutes with y, and xbx = by. It follows that the order of bx
in J is 4, and the central involution of J is (bx)2 = b(xbx) = b(by) = y.
We see that the subgroups H and J now satisfy the assumptions (a)–(c) of Theorem 1. The
next part of the proof is devoted to clarifying the conditions under which (d) holds.
Elementary arguments show that k = k(m,p) is well defined and k | e. Let q ′ = pk ; ob-
viously q ′ ≡ ±1 (mod 8). Since all maximal dihedral subgroups of G = PSL(2,pe) of the
same order are known to be conjugate under the action of Aut(G), we may without loss of
generality assume that our dihedral group H ∼= Dm is a subgroup of D(q ′±1)/2. Observe that
D(q ′±1)/2 < PSL(2, q ′) < G, since k divides e. But the normalisers of the subgroup L < H in
G = PSL(2, q) and in G′ = PSL(2, q ′) are equal, and as L < J < NG′(L), it follows that the
group K := 〈H,J 〉 is a subgroup of PSL(2, q ′). In particular, if k is a proper divisor of e, then
H and J will never generate the entire group G. In order to facilitate the notation, we will from
now on simply assume that e = k, and so q ′ = q . With this notation, our next aim is to show that,
in fact, K = PSL(2, q) under the conditions listed in the statement of our theorem.
Suppose that, on the contrary, K = PSL(2, q). Then, K is contained in a maximal subgroup of
PSL(2, q). The list of all maximal subgroups of PSL(2, q) groups was compiled a long time ago
[8], and for q = pk ≡ ±1 (mod 8) it comprises the following isomorphism types of groups: The
positive curvature groups S4 and A5 (the second one under the additional condition q ≡ ±1 (mod
10)), the maximal upper triangular group AGL∗(1, q) ∼= AGL(1, q)/Z2, dihedral groups D(q−1)/2
and D(q+1)/2, and finally the linear groups PSL(2,pl) where l divides k, and PGL(2,pl) where
2l divides k.
Since H ∩ J ∼= Z2 × Z2 and the dihedral groups H and J have different centres, K cannot
be a subgroup of any D(q±1)/2. Also, K cannot be a subgroup of any group isomorphic to S4,
A5, or AGL∗(1, q) for q ≡ ±1 (mod 8), as these groups do not contain Dm for m 6. If K was
a subgroup of PSL(2,pl) where l | k and l < k, then H ∼= Dm would have to be a subgroup
of a dihedral group of order pl ± 1, whence we would have 2m | pl ± 1. This contradicts the
definition of k if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8). If p ≡ ±3 (mod 8) then, by the first paragraph of this proof,
l must be even, contrary to the choice of k again. This shows that K = PSL(2,pk) if k is odd.
For even k we still have to consider the possibility that K < PGL(2,pl) where 2l is a divisor of
k and p is an arbitrary odd prime. As PGL(2,pl) < PSL(2,p2l ) we must actually have 2l = k,
otherwise K would be contained in a proper subgroup PSL(2,pj ) of PSL(2,pk) for some j | k,
which has been ruled out.
Thus, let k = 2l and let K be a subgroup of G∗ = PGL(2,pl) such that K is not contained
in any subgroup of G∗ isomorphic to PSL(2,pj ). Then, H ∼= Dm is a subgroup of a maximal
dihedral subgroup in G∗, which are known to have orders 2(pl + 1) and 2(pl − 1). Therefore,
K <G∗ implies that m | pl ± 1, and in view of previous facts this shows that K = PSL(2,pk) if
m divides neither pl + 1 nor pl − 1. It remains to clarify the situation when m | pl ± 1, which we
are going to assume in what follows. If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), or if l is even and p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), then
we cannot have 2m | pl ± 1 by minimality of k. In this case no conjugate of H can be contained
in a subgroup of G∗ isomorphic to PSL(2,pj ). But H is conjugate to a subgroup of a maximal
dihedral subgroup in G∗, and so we may without loss of generality assume that H <G∗. Again,
since L< J <NG∗(L) ∼= S4 and since K cannot be contained in a dihedral subgroup of G∗, we
conclude that K = G∗. If l is odd and p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), then we still could have 2m | pl ± 1
and a conjugate of H could still be contained in a maximal dihedral subgroup of PSL(2,pl).
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Nevertheless we again have J < NG∗(L) and in the same way as before we see that K = G∗.
This shows that K is never a projective special linear group in the two cases discussed here. This
completes the proof of both (i) and (ii). 
7. Enumeration of Möbius regular maps on two-dimensional projective special and
general linear groups
With the characterisation of Theorem 4 in hand we are in a position to give a complete enumer-
ation of Möbius regular maps the automorphism groups of which are isomorphic to PSL(2, q)
or PGL(2, q). Recall again that for m coprime with an odd prime p we let k = k(m,p) be the
smallest positive integer c (smallest even c, if p ≡ ±3 (mod 8)) such that 2m | pc ± 1. We re-
mark that by virtue of Theorem 4, the conditions on p, k and m listed below are necessary and
sufficient for the existence of the corresponding maps.
Theorem 12. Let p be an odd prime, let m  6 be an even number coprime with p, and let
k = k(m,p).
(i) Assume that either k is odd, or else k is even and m divides neither pk/2 − 1 nor pk/2 + 1.
Then, then the number of pairwise non-isomorphic Möbius regular maps of valence m with
automorphism group isomorphic to PSL(2,pk) is equal to ϕ(m)/(2k).
(ii) If k is even and m | pk/2 ± 1, then the number of pairwise non-isomorphic Möbius regu-
lar maps of valence m with automorphism group isomorphic to PGL(2,pk/2) is equal to
ϕ(m)/k.
Proof. In view of the proof of Theorem 4 we will again focus on (i) and obtain (ii) in the course
of developing our arguments. By Lemma 5, Theorem 1 and the remarks preceding Corollary 9,
in order to enumerate our Möbius regular maps of valence m = 2t from Theorem 4 we have
to identify equivalence classes of generating triples (x, y, r) of G = PSL(2,pk) such that H =
〈r, y; rm = y2 = (ry)2〉 ∼= Dm, J = 〈b, x; b2 = x2 = (bx)4 = 1〉 ∼= D4, and H ∩ J = L =
〈b, y〉 ∼= Z2 × Z2, where b = rt and y = (bx)2, the equivalence being induced by the action of
Aut(G) on such ordered triples. Recall that Aut(G) is a semi-direct product of G∗ = PGL(2,pk)
with the Galois group Gal(GF(qk)) ∼= Zk , where G∗ acts on G by conjugation and the action of
Zk is the standard Galois action, assigning (in the usual 2 × 2 matrix representation of G or G∗)
to a matrix g of G or G∗ the matrix g[i] obtained from g by raising each its element to the pi th
power.
We will say that k = k(m,p) is of type 1 if 2m | pk − 1, and of type 2 if 2m | pk + 1. In
the case when k is of type 2, the field F = GF(pk) will not be sufficient for our computations
and we will have to employ its degree 2 extension GF(p2k). In order to unify the presentation,
from now on we let Gˆ = G, Gˆ∗ = G∗, and Fˆ = F if k is of type 1, and Gˆ = PSL(2,p2k),
Gˆ∗ = PGL(2,p2k), and Fˆ = GF(p2k) if k is of type 2. In the type 2 case we will work with
a suitable embedding of H (and hence G) in Gˆ; the embedding will be specified later. This
will make the automorphism group of Gˆ much larger than necessary, but it will be more than
outweighed by simplifying the arguments; moreover, it will not affect our computations for the
following two reasons. Firstly, we will see that H and y can be fixed, and then we will only have
to consider the conjugation action of the centraliser of L in Gˆ∗, which is known to be equal to L
regardless of the type of k. Secondly, if k is of type 2 then the Galois group Gal(F ) ∼= Zk is just
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the same as the action of the first one combined with conjugation by y ∈ L (this is due to the
identity h[i+k] = (h−1)[i] for all h ∈ H that will follow later on).
We begin with revisiting the construction of the subgroups H ∼= Dm for our even m 6 and
J ∼= D4 in the proof of Theorem 4; in the course of explanation we will freely use some of
the known facts about subgroups of PSL(2, q) and PGL(2, q) that can be extracted from [8,13].
Since all subgroups of Gˆ isomorphic to Dm are conjugate under the action of Gˆ∗, we may
without loss of generality fix a subgroup H ∼= Dm in Gˆ. Further, as all non-central involutions of
H are conjugate in NG∗(H), it follows that we may without loss of generality fix a non-central
involution y ∈ H . Again, let b be the central involution of H and let L = 〈b, y〉 ∼= Z2 ×Z2. In the
second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4 we have seen that there is exactly one subgroup
J <NG(H), J ∼= D4, such that (a)–(d) of Theorem 1 hold. Thus, in what follows we may restrict
our attention to the part of the conjugation action of G∗ < Gˆ∗ that leaves H unchanged and
fixes y. But then b has to be fixed as well, which means that L has to be centralised, and it is
known that the centraliser of L in Gˆ∗ is just L itself. Fixing an involution x ∈ J \L does not lead
to loss of generality either, as the only other choice is xy, taken care of by Petrie duality induced
by conjugation by b.
To figure out details about the action of the Galois group we need to be more specific about
generating elements of H . Using the standard matrix representation of elements of 2-dimensional
linear groups, we will write g = diag(a, a′) (or, g = diag∗(a, a′)) if the main diagonal (second
diagonal, respectively) of g has the form (a, a′) and the remaining entries of g are zero. From
now on we assume that our fixed subgroup H = 〈r, y; rm = y2 = (ry)2 = 1〉 < Gˆ is such that
r = diag(ρ,ρ−1) and y = diag∗(1,−1), where ρ is a primitive 2mth root of unity in Fˆ . The
ϕ(m) powers of r that have order m are given by rj = diag(ρj , ρ−j ) where 1  j < m and
(j,m) = 1. If k is of type 2, this determines our embedding of the group 〈H,J 〉 ∼= G in Gˆ. In
any case, the action of the larger group Gal(Fˆ ) preserves NG(L), and we will see that for k of
type 2 the action of the extended Galois group on powers of r will be the same as the action of
its quotient Gal(F ) combined with the action of L. (We note that if k is of type 2 then there is
no element of order 2m in GF(pk), and this is the main reason why we have chosen to do our
computations in the extended groups and fields in this case.)
Thus, our goal is to enumerate the pairwise non-equivalent triples within the set of 2ϕ(m)
triples {(x, y, rj ), (xy, y, rj ); 1 j < m, (j,m) = 1} under the conjugation action of L com-
bined with the Galois action of Gal(F ). To this end it is sufficient to determine the cardinality ω
of the orbit of (x, y, r) under this action. There is clearly no loss of generality in the choice of
the triple (x, y, r). Recall that the combined action fixes y, possibly interchanges x with xy (as
it preserves NG(L)), and maps r onto rj for some j such that (j,m) = 1. The sought number of
equivalence classes will then be equal to 2ϕ(m)/ω.
To determine ω we will first consider the Galois action combined with conjugation by y on the
ϕ(m) powers rj where 1 j < m and (j,m) = 1; recall that r = diag(ρ,ρ−1) and yry = r−1.
The following elementary facts will be helpful in our computations. If k is of type 1 and 0 i 
k− 1, then ρpi = ρ if and only if i = 0. Also, in this case we never have ρpi ∈ {−ρ,ρ−1,−ρ−1}
since, by our assumptions, m divides neither pk/2 − 1 nor pk/2 + 1 if k is even. If k is of type 2,
we need to take into account that 0 i  2k − 1, because now Fˆ = GF(p2k). Then, ρpi = ρ if
and only if i = 0, and ρpi = ρ−1 if and only if i = k; the case ρpi ∈ {−ρ,−ρ−1} is easily seen
to be excluded.
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then the smallest positive i such that r [i] = r is i = k. This implies that r then lies in a Galois
orbit of length k and hence in an orbit of length 2k when the Galois action is combined with
conjugation by y. In the case when k is of type 2, the Galois action always produces an orbit of
length 2k out of r . Since this orbit contains r−1, the length of the orbit of r under the Galois action
combined with conjugation by y remains 2k. Consequently, the orbit of the pair (y, r) under the
combined action of conjugation by y and the Galois action has length 2k. As the conjugation by
b maps x to xy, we conclude that ω = 4k. Therefore the number of equivalence classes of triples
(x, y, r), and hence the number of pairwise non-isomorphic Möbius regular maps of valence m
the automorphism groups of which are isomorphic to PSL(2,pk), is equal to ϕ(m)/(2k).
Finally, suppose that the hypothesis of (ii) holds. The (even) parameter k then has to be of
type 1. All the arguments towards proving (i) apply to (ii), except for determining the value of ω.
However, the only difference here is that the Galois orbit of r has length k/2 instead of k. This is
because in our situation the group PGL(2,pk/2) may without loss of generality be identified with
the subgroup of PSL(2,pk) fixed pointwise by the Galois action given by raising every element
to the pk/2th power. Since all the remaining considerations are valid, we obtain ω = 2k in the
case (ii). Consequently, the number of pairwise non-isomorphic Möbius regular maps of valence
m the automorphism groups of which are isomorphic to PSL(2,pk/2), is equal to ϕ(m)/k. 
8. Remarks
By a result of [19] translated into the language of maps, each finite simple group is the auto-
morphism group of an orientably regular map. On the other hand, as we saw in Corollary 2, in
the Möbius regular case some simple groups can be excluded. It would be interesting to have a
complete classification of finite simple groups that admit Möbius regular maps.
As regards further constructions of Möbius regular maps, a wealth of them can be obtained by
covering constructions, a direction we have not pursued here. The algebraic tools for description
and generation of ‘large’ Möbius regular lifts of ‘smaller’ maps can be extracted, for example,
from [23].
One of the problems mentioned in [28] is whether for each hyperbolic pair (m,n), that is, such
that 1/m + 1/n < 1/2, with m even, there exists a Möbius regular map of type {n,m}. In this
connection it would be worthwhile to study Möbius regular maps on symmetric and alternating
groups, as they potentially offer to ‘realise’ a larger variety of types than the maps on linear
2-dimensional groups.
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